We discuss a new mechanism of D-term dynamical supersymmetry breaking in the context of Dirac gaugino scenario. The existence of a nontrivial solution of the gap equation for D-term is shown. It is also shown that an observed 126 GeV Higgs mass is realized by tree level D-term effects in a broad range of parameters.
Introduction
Supersymmetry (SUSY) is one of the leading candidates of physics beyond the Standard Model (SM) solving the hierarchy problem. Unfortunately, we have no indication of SUSY at present. Furthermore, an observed Higgs boson mass of 126 GeV discovered at LHC puts severe constraints on the minimal supersymmetric standard model (MSSM) parameter space, namely the MSSM with light sparticles. In this situation, we have two approaches to proceed. One is the MSSM with heavy sparticles, the so-called high scale SUSY breaking scenario which gives up to solve the naturalness problem. The other is extensions of the MSSM. We take the latter approach and focus on the Dirac gaugino scenario 1 as one of the many interesting extensions. The setup to realize Dirac gaugino scenario is as follows. The gauge sector in the MSSM is extended to N = 2 matter content by introducing chiral superfields in the adjoint representations of the SM gauge group, Φ a = (φ a , ψ a , F a ) (a = SU (3), SU (2), U (1)). The matter sector is N = 1. Dirac gaugino masses are generated from the dimension five operator
α represents the field strength tensor superfield for the hidden U (1) and the SM gauge groups, respectively. Λ is a cutoff scale.
Sfermion masses are generated at 1-loop,
where C a (f ) is a group theoretical factor. α a denotes fine structure constant for the SM gauge coupling constant. M λa , m φa are gaugino and adjoint scalar masses.
These masses are flavor-blind since it is induced by the SM gauge interactions. Therefore, we have no SUSY flavor and CP problems. In Dirac gaugino scenario, gaugino masses are typically heavier than the sfermion masses by a factor 4π/g. This fact relaxes the bounds from LHC experiment for spectrum since the gluino and squark production are suppressed comparing to the Majorana gaugino case.
A New Mechanism of D-term Dynamical SUSY Breaking
In this section, we discuss a new mechanism of D-term dynamical SUSY breaking generating mixed Majorana-Dirac gaugino masses, which we proposed several years ago 2 .
Consider a SUSY U (N ) gauge theory with adjoint chiral superfield Φ a . The Lagrangian is given by
where K, F and W are Kähler potential, the gauge kinetic function which is holomorphic in Φ a , and W is a superpotential whose F -term is assumed to be vanished. The subscripts a, b of F denote the derivative with respect to Φ a,b . We regard an overall U (1) in U (N ) gauge group as the hidden gauge group and denotes the components of the hidden U (1) fields with superscript or subscript "0".
Focusing on the fermion mass terms derived from eq.(3), we find
The mass eigenvalues of (seesaw-type) mass matrix are easily obtained 
As in the BCS and the NJL models, the D-term VEV is determined by solving the gap equation for D-term. Our strategy of the potential analysis is as follows. Note that we have three constant background fields φ 0 , D 0 , F 0 . We simply work in a region where D 0 ≫ F 0 , namely F-term is perturbative comparing to D-term. Some sample points satisfying D 0 ≫ F 0 were numerically found in 3 . We first solve the stationary conditions
Then, we find the stationary values (D * , φ * ,φ * ). Using these stationary values, the stationary conditions for F-term is solved perturbatively,
and the stationary values of F-term (F * ,F * ) are found. Note that the stationary condition for D-term (7) is nothing but the gap equation which we wish to solve. The 1-loop effective potential is calculated
where
4 . We can immediately obtain the gap equation for D-term from the stationary condition of D-term.
Note that the gap equation has a trivial solution ∆ 0 = 0, which represents a SUSY vacuum. In Fig.1 (a) , the plot of the quantity ∂V /(∆ 0 ∂D) as a function of ∆ 0 is shown. From this plot, we can find a nontrivial solution representing SUSY breaking vacuum. The stationary value of the adjoint scalar fields is determined by the intersection point of the two curves representing the gap equation and the stationary condition for φ in the (∆ 0 , φ =φ) plane. The schematic picture is shown in Fig.1 (b) . The SUSY breaking vacuum cannot be a global minimum of the potential since the energy of SUSY theory is positive semi-definite and a SUSY minimum with the vanishing energy is a solution of the gap equation as mentioned above. We have to check whether our SUSY breaking is sufficiently long-lived by taking into account a tunneling effect from our false SUSY breaking vacuum to the true SUSY one. Its tunneling rate can be roughly estimated and should be small where ∆φ is a field distance between the two vacua, which is roughly given by ∆ 0 Λ. ∆V is a potential height between them, which is given by D-term squared (m φ ∆ 0 Λ) 2 . In order for our false vacuum to be sufficiently long-lived, m φ ≪ ∆ 0 Λ is required, which can be always satisfied since the adjoint scalar mass is a free superpotential mass parameter.
Higgs Mass via D-term Effects
In this section, we discuss whether an observed 126 GeV Higgs mass can be realized in our framework 4 . The Lagrangian of Higgs sector is
We have adopted notation
,0 are vector superfields of the SM gauge group and that of the overall U (1) respectively and the corresponding gauge couplings are denoted by g Y,2 and g, respectively. Unlike the MSSM case, the soft scalar Higgs masses m
are not introduced since they are induced by D-term contributions in our framework.
The Higgs potential is derived from (13)
Here we have denoted by D 0 * the solution to the improved gap equation,
The deviation δD 0 * of the value from D 0 * in 4 is in fact small by the ratio of electroweak scale and SUSY breaking scale. Therefore, we approximate the solution to the improved gap equation by the value of D 0 * in 4 denoted as D 0 . Taking into account the fact that ImF ′′′ Φ 0 ∼ Φ 0 /Λ ≪ 1, we neglect the term ImF ′′′ S at the leading order. The resulting Higgs potential at the leading order is given by
where we have restricted the potential to the CP-even neutral sector of Higgs doublets
In the last line, the neutral components of Higgs fields are parametrized as
where s β ≡ sin β, c β ≡ cos β. h, H, A are the SM Higgs, the CP even heavy Higgs and CP odd Higgs, respectively. G 0 is the would-be Nambu-Goldstone boson eaten as the longitudinal component of Z-boson. The VEV of Higgs field is v ≃ 246 GeV and
Z in this convention. We are now ready to calculate Higgs mass. As in the MSSM, the minimization of the scalar potential ∂V Higgs /∂v 2 = ∂V Higgs /∂β = 0 allows us to express µ and Bµ in terms of other parameters.
The Higgs mass is obtained as
It is interesting to see the correspondence between our expression of Higgs mass (21) and that in the MSSM,
As in the case of MSSM, the upper bound of Higgs mass can be obtained by taking a decoupling limit M 
Note that the minimization conditions of Higgs potential with q u + q d = 0 to allow µ-term in the superpotential leads to
In order to satisfy this condition, the dominant part in the right-hand side of (25) q u g D 0 /c 2β is required to be negative. Using this condition, we can eliminate M 
A plot for 126 GeV Higgs mass as a function of tan β and q u g is shown below. Here we have taken q u g > 0 and cos 2β < 0 to satisfy the condition q u g D 0 /c 2β < 0. We can immediately see that 126 GeV Higgs mass is realized in a broad range of parameters. Also, we found that the result is insensitive to the values of D-term VEV. This fact is naturally expected from the non-decoupling nature of Higgs mass. 
Summary
Dirac gaugino scenario is an interesting extension of the MSSM, which relaxes LHC constraints for the SUSY breaking parameters by gluino and squark production suppression comparing to Majorana gaugino case. Dirac gaugino mass is generated by the nonvanishing D-term VEV. We have proposed a new mechanism of D-term dynamical SUSY breaking in the context of Dirac gaugino scenario, where the gap equation of D-term has a nontrivial solution 2, 3 . The SUSY breaking vacuum is a necessarily local minimum since we have a trivial solution of the gap equation, i.e. SUSY vacuum, and the vacuum energy in SUSY theories is positive semi-definite. It was shown that the lifetime of our SUSY breaking vacuum can be sufficiently long-lived by adjusting the superpotential mass parameter. As a phenomenological application, we have shown that an observed 126 GeV Higgs mass can be realized by tree level D-term effects in a broad range of parameters.
